SYSTEM
FOR PANEL CURTAINS

UNIVERSAL
ALUMINIUM PANELS
AND PLASTIC PANELS
WITH ACCESSORIES
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subject to change

system for panel curtains

on rods with inboard slot

on rails

panels
made of alu or plastic
with a glued on hook or
mushroom tape

with connector

solution for bay-windows
and sidewise arch

on curtain rods
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system for panel curtains

panels
made of alu or plastic
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accessories for rails
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accessories for object rails,
surface mounted rails and
flush mounted rails
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accessories for bay windows
and sidewise arch
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accessories for
curtain rails 16 mm
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weight profiles
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→ DIY packages
panels complete with accesories
are available on request.
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system for panel curtains
aluminium and plastic panels

article

article-no.
description

dispatch unit

20PA 600
aluminium panels
length 600 cm
available in white and alu-grey

1.00 white
70.31 alu-grey

60 m
in a bundle
(10 pieces)

1.00 white

60 m
in a bundle
(10 pieces)

with a glued on hook tape
→ Recommendation:
velcro®
20 x 600 mm

20PP 600
plastic panels
length 600 cm
available in white
with a glued on mushroom tape
→ Recommendation:
velour
20 x 600 mm

Fixed lengths are available on request.
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system for panel curtains

The accessories are useable for plastic rails with 4 mm inner run and
for alu rails and alu rods with inner run of 6 mm width.

example

art.-no. 20PA-M
attachment
art.-no. 20PA-SO
cap

back view
art.-no. 20PA-GP
glider

To fix the locking bolt please screw it simply
to 90° e.g. with a screwdriver.

With connector any length can be inserted in the notch,
if there is no space laterally.

back view

art.-no. 20PA-GV
connector

Made in Germany

To fix the locking bolt please screw it simply
to 90° e.g. with a screwdriver.
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system for panel curtains
accessories

article

art.-no.
description

dispatch unit

20 PA-GP
glider
for alu- and plastic panels

1.00 white
70.31 grey

useable for 4 mm and 6 mm runs

10 pieces
in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

- with locking bolt -

20 PA-M

1.00 white
70.31 grey

attachment
for alu- and plastic panels

10 pieces
in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

- with locking bolt -

20 PA-EK
caps
for alu- and plastic panels,
left and right

1.00 white
70.31 grey

10 pairs
in a bag
100 pairs
in a box

- with locking bolt -

20 PA-SO
caps
for alu- and plastic panels,
left and right,

1.00 white
70.31 grey

with eyes for flinging rods

10 pairs
in a bag
100 pairs
in a box

- with locking bolt -

20 PA-GO
caps
for alu- and plastic panels,
left and right, with glider,

1.00 white
70.31 grey

with eyes for flinging rods
useable for 4 mm
and 6 mm runs

10 pairs
in a bag
100 pairs
in a box

- with locking bolt -

Made in Germany
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system for panel curtains
accessories

article

art.-no.
description

dispatch unit

20 PA-GV
moveable connector
with glider
for alu- and plastic panels

1.00 white
70.31 grey

10 pieces
in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

1.00 white

10 pairs
in a bag
100 pairs
in a box

1.00 white

10 pairs
in a bag
100 pairs
in a box

useable for 4 mm and 6 mm runs
- with locking bolt -

20 PK
caps
for alu panels,
left and right

20 PK-PL
caps
for plastic panels,
left and right

100 pieces in a bag
2500 pieces
in a box

115 - 4
flat stopper
for runs 4 mm

100 pieces in a bag
2500 pieces
in a box

115 - 6
flat stopper
for runs 6 mm

Made in Germany
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system for panel curtains
accessories

article

art.-no.
description

dispatch unit

20 PA GE
panel carrier to turn in, white,
for alu- and plastic panels

Useable for 4 mm - runs and for
6 mm - runs with a space of 10 mm
width at least.

10 pieces in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

- with fixing lever -

20 PA R4
panel carrier with role, white,
for alu- and plastic panels
Useable for 4 mm - runs with a space
of 10 mm width at least.
Suitable for sm-plus rails.

10 pieces in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

- with fixing lever -

20 PA I 4
sliding carriage for alu- and plastic panels,
with glider, white,
Useable for 4 mm - runs with a space
of 10 mm width at least.
Suitable for sm-plus rails.

10 pieces in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

- with fixing lever -

20 PA R6
panel carrier with role, white,
for alu- and plastic panels
Useable for 6 mm - runs with a space
of 10 mm width at least.

10 pieces in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

- with fixing lever -

20 PA X 6
panel carrier, white,

10 pieces in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

for alu- and plastic panels,
with X-glider,
useable for 6 mm runs
- with fixing lever -

Made in Germany
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system for panel curtains
accessories

mounting example

mounting example

sliding carriage to turn in
art.-no. 20 PA GE

sliding carriage with x-glider
art.-no 20 PA X6

back view

To fix the carrier please
turn the lever simply to the
left or to the right !

a)
Screw the
locking bolt
to 90° e.g. with
a screw driver.

b)

90°

back view

a)

90°
b)

back view

To fix the carrier please
turn the lever simply to the
left or to the right !

Made in Germany
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system for panel curtains
accessories for object rails,
surface mounted rails and
flush mounted rails

article

art.-no.
description

dispatch unit

20 PA I 8
panel - X - glider (unmounted)
white
with mounting lever

for object rails,
surface mounted rails and flush mounted rails
with 8 mm inner run width

10 pieces in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

useable for alu panels and plastic panels

20 PA X 8
panel - X - glider reinforced (unmounted)
white
with mounting lever

for object rails,
surface mounted rails and flush mounted rails
with 8 mm inner run width

10 pieces in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

useable for alu panels and plastic panels

100 pieces in a bag
2500 pieces
in a box

823
stopper (delivery unmounted)

100 pieces in a bag
2500 pieces
in a box

105
stopper

Made in Germany
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system for panel curtains
solution for bay windows and
sidewise arch

back view

art.-no.
description

article

dispatch unit

20 PA-GV
moveable connector
with glider
for alu- and plastic panels

1.00 white
70.31 grey

10 pieces
in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

1.00 white
70.31 grey

10 pairs
in a bag
100 pairs
in a box

useable for 4 mm and 6 mm runs
- with locking bolt -

20 PA-GO
caps for alu- and plastic panels
left and right with glider,
with eyes for a flinging rod
useable for 4 mm and 6 mm runs
- with locking bolt -

front view

4,5 cm

back view

fix the locking bolt
to 90° e.g. with
a screw driver
1 cm

Example:
panels
á 4,5 cm length

total length

2 pieces

10,5 cm

7 pieces

38,0 cm

3 pieces

16,0 cm

8 pieces

43,5 cm

4 pieces

21,5 cm

9 pieces

49,0 cm

5 pieces

27,0 cm

10 pieces

54,5 cm

6 pieces

32,5 cm

11 pieces

60,0 cm

Made in Germany

panels
á 4,5 cm length
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system for panel curtains
accessories
for curtain rods Ø 16 mm

Available colors rings:
Colored:

Metallized:

1.00 white

17.16 chrome matt

2.00 black

17.18 stainless steel

19.16 brass matt

color variation in the printing are possible

article

art.-no.
description

dispatch unit

325

10 pieces
in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

rings
Ø 25 x 32 mm for rods Ø 16 mm
ring-notch: 4 mm

20 PA G 4
sliding carriage
for alu- and plastic panels

10 pieces
in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

with clip-eye
for rings with 4 mm - notch
- with fixing lever -

Made in Germany
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weight profiles

article

art.-no.
description

dispatch unit

07.25-3 600 1.00
aluminium-weight-profile, flat
25 x 3 mm, white
length: 6 m
weight per 1 m: 200 g

30 m
in a bundle
(5 pieces)

07.25-3 600 0.00
plastic-weight-profile, flat
25 x 3 mm, transparent
length: 6 m
weight per 1 m: 85 g

60 m
in a bundle
(10 pieces)

07.25-K3 0.00

10 pieces
in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

cap, transparent,
for alu-weight-profile 25 x 3 mm and
for plastic-weight-profile 25 x 3 mm

07.20-3 600 1.00
30 m
in a bundle
(5 pieces)

aluminium-weight-profile, flat
20 x 3 mm, white
length: 6 m
weight per 1 m: 160 g

07.20-K3 1.00
cap, white,
for alu-weight-profile 20 x 3 mm

Made in Germany
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10 pieces
in a bag
100 pieces
in a box
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system for panel curtains
weight profiles

Available colors alu rod with slot and cap:
1.10 white lacquered

article

17.16 chrome matt
17.18 stainless steel

19.16 brass matt
19.18 brass antique

art.-no.
description

dispatch unit

07.16 AL 600
alu rod Ø 16 mm with inboard slot
length: 6 m

79.16-7
cap for the alu rod Ø 16 mm

07.04 300
profile round Ø 4 mm, transparent
length: 3 m

07.04 KP
clamp for the round-profile

weight bar in rail profile
with round profile

Made in Germany
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30 m
in a bundle
(5 pieces)

2 pieces in a bag
20 pieces
in a box

30 m
in a bundle
(10 pieces)

10 pieces in a bag
100 pieces
in a box

Just fold the curtain end around the round profile
no. 07.04, fix it with clamps and insert the curtain
into the open run of the rod.
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